ABSTRACT Some circularized X-Y chromosomes in Drosophila melanogaster are mitotically unstable and induce early embryonic lethality, but the genetic basis is unknown. Our experiments suggest that a large region of X-linked satellite DNA causes anaphase bridges and lethality when placed into a new heterochromatic environment within certain circularized X-Y chromosomes. These results reveal that repetitive sequences can be incompatible with one another in cis. The lethal phenotype also bears a remarkable resemblance to a case of interspecific hybrid lethality.
C HROMOSOMAL aberrations can have substantial negative effects on the stability of the eukaryotic genome. In higher eukaryotes, chromosomes are normally linear. However, abnormally circularized ("ring") chromosomes can arise in higher eukaryotes due to chromosome breakage and improper repair (Kistenmacher and Punnett 1970; Kosztolanyi et al. 1991; Gisselsson et al. 1999) . Certain ring sex chromosomes are extremely unstable during mitotic division (Hinton 1955 (Hinton , 1959 Stone 1982; Gisselsson et al. 1999) , but the structural basis is poorly understood. In particular, while some ring chromosomes are mitotically unstable, others segregate normally (Stone 1982) . Circularity, therefore, is not the underlying cause of this mitotic instability. Only a handful of studies have experimentally examined ring chromosome stability. Oster (1964) generated a series of Drosophila melanogaster ring X-Y chromosomes that differ in the amount of translocated pericentric heterochromatin (Oster 1964) . A subset of these ring chromosomes is "filicidal"; that is, these chromosomes induce early embryonic lethality in F 1 progeny. In a subsequent study, Stone (1982) discovered that these chromosomes cause chromosome bridging during anaphase of the embryonic cleavage divisions (Stone 1982) .
Recombinant mapping experiments placed the lethal effect of a highly lethal ring X-Y to a heterochromatic region distal to the bb + locus of the Y's short arm (Stone 1982) , suggesting that distinct sequences in this region may dictate whether a given ring chromosome is lethal or not.
To investigate the cause of this lethality, we examined three different ring chromosomes. The chromosome Y cF #2 (Oster 1964; Stone 1982 ) is primarily made up of Y sequences with some X sequences and is highly lethal (,5% viability of ring-bearing F 1 progeny) when crossed into five different wildtype and marker strains ( Table 1) . As previously reported (Stone 1982) , the penetrance of this lethality is variable with other strains (Table 1) . R(1)2 (Stone 1982 ) is largely Xsequence-based and nonlethal, while R(1;Y)15 (Golic and Golic 2011) carries X sequences with a significant amount of Y sequences and is moderately lethal (39-44% viability of ring-bearing F 1 progeny; Table 1 ). Consistent with previous studies (Stone 1982) , distortion of the ratio of ring-bearing to nonring-bearing F 1 progeny appears specific to the ring chromosomes because (1) the wild-type and marker lines themselves that were used to cross with ringbearing individuals showed undistorted proportions of males and females, and (2) the Y cF #2 chromosome when backcrossed into the Canton-S background still exhibited strong distortion of ring to nonring F 1 progeny (Table 1) .
Embryos carrying the highly lethal and moderately lethal ring X-Y chromosomes exhibited chromosome bridges ( Figure 1, A and B) , the former class having more spindles with bridges within each embryo (mean = 34.5% spindles from n = 6 highly lethal ring X-Y embryos in cycles 10-12, and mean = 9.8% spindles from n = 6 moderately lethal embryos in cycles 10-12). Therefore the degree of lethality is proportional to the frequency of bridges. Additionally, we observed bridges as early as the fourth mitotic cycle ( Figure 1C ), although the proportion of very young embryos exhibiting mitotic defects (n = 2/5 embryos in cycles 4-6) was lower than in older embryos (n = 16/16 in cycles 10-12), and the latter class showed large regions of improperly spaced nuclei and other regions with no nuclei ( Figure  1B ). Thus, chromosome bridges occur during most of the mitotic divisions, and the bridges that occur during the earlier stages may exacerbate those that occur later, thus leading to grossly defective embryos by late cleavage. To determine specifically which chromosome(s) and sequences form the chromosome bridges, we used DNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with probes against the major heterochromatic sequences. We examined several autosomal satellites, including the AATAT repeat, which is found primarily on the fourth chromosome, and the AATAACATAG repeat, which marks the left pericentric regions of chromosomes 2 and 3 (Lohe et al. 1993) . These sequences segregated normally and were not observed in the bridges (n = 11 highly lethal ring X-Y embryos in cycles 10-12) (Figure 1, G and H). We then focused on sequences that are present on the Y or X whose normal segregation patterns are shown in Figure 1 , C and D. Strikingly, the chromosome bridges in both lethal ring chromosomes were predominantly composed of the 359-bp satellite DNA (Figure 1 , E and G), which is normally present primarily on the X chromosome ( Figure 1D ). This region of ring X-Y-linked 359-bp satellite could be easily distinguished from the normally segregating 359-bp satellite on the normal X chromosome through its linkage to a Y-specific satellite ( Figure 1F ). We did not observe the proximal sex-linked ribosomal DNA (rDNA) in the bridges (n = 20/21 spindles from n = 4 The progeny shown were produced from at least two independent crosses; in all cases, each set of progeny for a given cross was statistically confirmed to show a similar pattern and then pooled together. All crosses were conducted at 25°, except as indicated. F 1 progeny were tested for deviation from a 1:1 ratio by a x 2 test. B s Y y + is a linear Y chromosome carrying translocated X heterochromatin on each of its ends (Oster 1964) ; Y cF #2 is a strongly lethal ring X-Y chromosome derived from B s Y y + (Stone 1982) ; R(1)2 is a ring X-Y chromosome that is largely nonlethal (Stone 1982) ; R(1;Y)15 is a ring X-Y chromosome that is moderately lethal (Golic and Golic 2011) . The Y cF #2 (Canton-S) line was produced by four generations of backcrossing males to Canton-S females. PN10A is a D. melanogaster wild-type line of unknown origin; Canton-S and Oregon-R are standard wild-type lines; ZH42 and B52 are inbred isofemale lines collected in Zimbabwe and Beijing, respectively. w 1118 and y v are marker strains. *P , 0.01; **P , 0.001; ***P , 0.0001. a Percentage of males are reported in crosses without ring chromosomes. b Cross was performed at room temperature.
moderately lethal ring X-Y embryos in cycles 10-12) ( Figure 1J ), although they did contain the distal X-linked TAGA satellite (n = 15/17 spindles from n = 5 moderately lethal ring X-Y embryos in cycles 10-12) and other unidentified sequences in addition to the 359-bp satellite in the moderately lethal chromosome ( Figure 1K ). These observations suggest that the 359-bp satellite DNA present in ring X-Y chromosomes is a major cause of mitotic instability and lethality. However, we found that the nonlethal ring X-Y chromosome, which induces no chromosome bridges, also contains visibly similar amounts of 359-bp satellite DNA compared to the lethal ring X-Y chromosomes (Figure 2 ). We further found that the arrangement of satellite DNA sequences flanking the 359-bp satellite differs among the three ring chromosomes (Figure 2) . Together, these findings suggest that chromosome bridges form due to a deleterious interaction between the 359-bp satellite DNA and other closely linked heterochromatic sequence(s), which could be other satellite repeats and/or clusters of transposable elements. These deleterious interactions likely depend on the specific arrangement of the sequences involved, a feature that reflects how the precursor chromosomes were broken and repaired to generate each ring chromosome. Thus, proper resolution and segregation of the 359-bp satellite appears to be highly sensitive to heterochromatin position effects: it segregates normally when on a wild-type linear X chromosome, but, when relocated near Y-linked sequences in the lethal X-Y chromosome, it causes ring chromosome mis-segregation. More generally, we propose that such cis incompatibilities can arise when repetitive DNAs that normally reside in different chromosomal locations become closely juxtaposed. Previous studies have documented different types of heterochromatin based on having unique sets of associated chromatin proteins (Blattes et al. 2006; Filion et al. 2010) . Repeat sequence incompatibilities could result from improper distributions of chromatin proteins between adjacently located satellite blocks that normally reside in different chromosomal environments, thus resulting in loss of normal chromatin structure and behavior during chromosome segregation.
Our cytological observations are strikingly similar to chromosome bridges caused by lagging 359-bp DNA in lethal interspecific hybrids produced from Drosophila simulans mothers and D. melanogaster fathers (Ferree and Barbash 2009) . We previously observed that the DNA catenating/ decatenating enzyme Topoisomerase 2 (Top2) hyperaccumulates on the X-linked 359-bp satellite in the lethal hybrids (Ferree and Barbash 2009) . As in hybrids, we found that ring X-Y-derived bridges in our crosses also are enriched for Top2 (Figure 1) . It is possible that this Top2 enrichment is either the cause or the result of 359-bp satellite chromatin misbehavior. We previously proposed that, in the hybrid case, satellite-induced mitotic instability is caused by a deleterious interaction with the maternal cytotype Barbash 2007, 2009) . Interestingly, the penetrance of ring X-Y lethality in D. melanogaster is also highly sensitive to the maternal background (Stone 1982) , an observation that we confirm here with several wild-type and marker strains (Table 1) . It is possible that this variability results from different levels of Top2 or other proteins present in the maternal cytoplasm of these different lines. Alternatively, it could reflect variation in maternal small RNAs, which are implicated in establishing normal heterochromatin structure in other model systems (reviewed in Grewal and Elgin 2007) . We emphasize that, in the hybrid lethality system, 359-bp satellite DNA is on a linear X chromosome, while the effects that we describe here occur on circularized chromosomes. Future studies will be required to explain how these two different systems specifically produce very similar mitotic phenomena involving the 359-bp satellite. However, taken together, the prominence of the 359-bp satellite in ring chromosome and hybrid lethality indicates that the mitotic stability of satellite DNA chromatin can be strongly influenced by its position within the larger heterochromatin environment and by maternal effects, both in normal and in circularized chromosomes. Chromosome preparations and FISH were performed as previously described (Ferree and Barbash 2009) .
